Initial Inventory for Papers of Stella Y. Botelho, M.D.
Acquired 6/11/90
Titles provided by SYB are marked by quotations
Notes in parentheses are by JM
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Envelope #1: "S. Y. Botelho Portrait"
--correspondence, c. 1976-19
--presentation ceremony
--60th Birthday

"Laboratory Notebooks (Lacrimal Gland)", c. 1962-1975
--9/7/62 - 6/63 (note: contains loose photos, secured by clips
6/18/90)
--1963-64 ("Hisada, Botelho")
--11/1/71 - 10/6/72 ("Rabbit #101 - 134)
--1971-72 ("S.Y. Botelho, M. Hisada")
--1974, Ouabain, DNP, Ethacrynic Acid ("S. Botelho, N.
Fuenmayor")

Envelope #2: "Photos"
--Reunion, c. 1976
--University of Pennsylvania

Envelope #3: "Reunion", correspondence c. 1976
--Depts. of Physiology & Pharmacology, Graduate School of
Medicine
--Physiology Graduate School of Medicine
--Physiology School of Medicine

Envelope #4: "Final Report, NIH Grant, 1981"
--correspondence & reports, c. 1974-81

Notebook w/ SYB reprints, c. 1947-81

1 copy The Exocrine Glands, ed. by SYB, et al, 1969

Envelope #5: "Exocrine Gland Symposium, 1969"
--correspondence & reviews, 1969-70

Envelope #6: "Scientific Papers"
--correspondence, narrative & graphs, c. 1960

Envelope #7: "Scientific Papers"
--published reports, c. 1964-84

Envelope #8: "Scientific Papers & Abstracts"
--papers & abstracts, c. 1964-76

Envelope #9: "Scientific Papers & Abstracts"
--correspondence & reprints, c. 1952-77
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--"Laboratory Notebooks, c. 1948-62"

--Lab Notebook, 10/48-12/48
--"Infants, Plethysmography", 1949
--"Lung Volumes", 9/6/49-12/20/49 (Book 1)
--"Lung Volumes, Resistance to Respiration Plethysmo.", 1/4/50-4/24/50 (Book II)
--"RGC", 1950
--"Plethysmography", 5/50-1/51
--"Plethysmography", 1/51-
--"Cinefluorography, Lung Fields...", 1951
--"Body Plethysmography", 9/4/51-
--"Neuromuscular Studies", 1951-52
--"Neuromuscular Studies", 1951-53
--"Cat Total Resis", 9/51-3/52
--"Neuromuscular Lectures", 1952
--"Neuromuscular, Drugs, Post-Mortem, Various...", 1952
--"Nims II", 1952
--"Stimulus Abstract", 1952
--"P...Spect...meter", 1952
--"Post-Tetanic Potentiation, I. Normals", 9/52-2/53
--"Resid Vol, High P Method", n.d.
--"Studies in Adrenalectomized Patients", 1953
--"Summation Refraction Period, Normal I", 1953
--"Pulmonary Receptors, P-Y..., Drugs", 2/5/53-5/22/53
--"Ischemia & Muscle Temp.", 4-5/53
--"Ischemia II", 1/12-2/16/53
--"Pulm. Fx in Neurological Disorders", 1954
--"High Frequency Stimulation", 1954
--"Neuromuscular Studies", 1954
--"Myasthenia Graves...", 1954
--"Refractory Period, Normals - Young Women", 1954
--"Summation...Normal II", 4/1/54-6/30/54
--"Reiter Stimulator", 2/3/54-
--"Referred Patients", 1954-56
--Lab Notebook, 1954-56
--"N- Studies", 1954-55
--"N-M Studies", 1955
--"Refractory Period, Elderly Women", 1955-56
--"N-M Studies", 1956
--"N-M Studies, Patients", 1956
--"Summary of Completed Work, Plethysmography", 6/15/56-
--Physiology Lab, Cambridge University, 1957-58 (note: loose charts)
--Physiology Lab, Cambridge University, 1958
--N-M Studies, 1959
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Note: textiles removed to flat storage box

1 large Family Bible, n.d.
1 bible of Willie H. Evans, n.d.

Envelope #1  "Photos and memorabilia of Eugene George Evans Botelho"
Envelope #2  "Photographs & correspondence re/of Emily Yates Botelho & her family"
Envelope #3  "Mother & Dad's Memorial Services"
Envelope #4  "Photos of Emily Yates Evans Botelho & family"
Envelope #5  "Photos of Francis M. Botelho" (w/ poems)
Envelope #6  "Correspondence re: FMB, EEB & J.H. Evans", c. 1916-37 (also newspaper clipping re: birth of SYB)

1 telescope
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Envelope #1  "Robert G. Nims, M.D., correspondence", etc. c. 1950-76
Envelope #2  Professional Correspondence, c. 1960-81
Envelope #3  "Photos & Memorabilia", c. 1950-1970
Envelope #4  "Europe, 1956, 1958, 1968" (post cards & photo)
Envelope #5  "Memorabilia of Great Britain", 1956-58 (Visiting Professor, Cambridge Univ. 1957-58)
Envelope #6  "Memorabilia from trip around the world", 1965 (post cards & brochures)
Envelope #7  "Memorabilia", 1971, 1973, 1976 (Visiting Professor, Panama) (post cards)
Envelope #8  "S.Y. Botelho & Family", c. 1950-1970 (Mostly photos w/ some clippings, etc.)
Envelope #9  "Photos of S.Y. Botelho & Family", c. 1970-81
Envelope #10 "Photos", c. 1970s
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"Dissertations and papers of Students Supervised by S. Y. Botelho"

Various Publications of Botelho's former students

Envelope #1  Correspondence re: Penn appointment, c. 1953-77
Envelope #2  File on Students in Major Physiology Course, 1970s
             (photos, manuscripts, etc.)
Envelope #3  "Medical Physiology Course", c. 1974-77
             (lecture notes, exams, etc.)
Envelope #4  "Correspondence from Students taking Medical
             Physiology Courses", c. 1975-76
Envelope #5  "Physiology 602" (lecture notes, exams, etc.)
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Envelope #1  "Photos of S.Y. Botelho", c. 1920-49
Envelope #2  "Photos", 1923-36 (Elementary-High School)
Envelope #3  "Memorabilia", 1923-36 (Elementary-High School)
Envelope #4  "Memorabilia", 1931-36 (Jr. & Sr. High School)
Envelope #5  "Photos", 1936-40 (University of PA)
Envelope #6  "Photos", 1936-40 (University of PA)
Envelope #7  "Memorabilia", 1936-40 (University of PA)
Envelope #8  "Photos", 1940-49, WMC, etc.
Envelope #9  "Memorabilia", 1940-49 (WMC, etc.) (note: includes
             journal from Eagleville Sanitorium, etc.)

1 oversize photo of Radnor High School Students in Washington, DC
Radnor High School Yearbook, 1936
University of PA Yearbook, 1940
Flat Storage Box

1 "Christening dress of SYB, 1919"
1 "Wedding dress of Botelho's mother, 1915"
1 "piece of embroidery by Emily Yates Botelho"
1 "book mark of Emily Yates Botelho"

Portfolio

1 framed oval "portrait of SYB as an infant"
1 oval portrait of "Mother and Father"
1 oval portrait of "Mother, Father and Gene"
1 framed WMC diploma
1 unframed UPenn diploma
1 unframed College of Physicians certificate

Envelope #1 "Citations", c. 1936-88
1 WMC Alumnae Award (presentation copy)
1 modern print, WMC

Envelope #2 "Eugene E. Botelho (brother)"
1 scrapbook, "Portrait Presentation, Retirement Party, Commonwealth Award", c. 1978-81
1 "Guest Book, College of Physicians, 12/10/78"

miscellaneous certificates, diplomas, licenses, citations, c. 1927-54